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RECENT WORK

Selected from 2016 - 2017

Target Swim
Shoppable Interactive

Shoppable Interactive.
Target and Vindico had worked
together for years. We created
a lot of tech for them. A few
years ago we’d pitched the idea
of a shoppable ad to them. At
the time they were intrigued,
but ultimately said no. Last
summer they brought the idea
back up. As a collaboration
between Mother and Viant
Creative, we concepted an ad
that could live as a shoppable
online, and a standard 30
second spot on broadcast.
We used Target’s API’s to pull
in products, and built a flexible
cart application on the client
side (which we would later use
as the basis of the Time Inc.
Add To Cart Spec).
The transfer to cart presented
a technical hurdle, as it could
only be achieved through a
single, fault intolerant ASP
link that the Target team
was unwilling to modify.
Eventually, we designed a hack
to overcome their technical
limitations.
Animation Director, Production
Consultant, Manager, Engineer.

KENZO

Shoppable Interactive
Shoppable Interactive.
The ad we built three times.
The client asked for what we’d built for
target, and promised that a “design and
a video would be coming soon.”
Well, the video turned out to not be
clear for advertising use due to talent
contracts. So the original design was
thrown out. Then we were asked to do a
page takeover, built in Flash and served
through VPAID.
We built that, but it turned out no one
had checked the media plan, which,
wouldn’t you know, didn’t support that
format.
All they supported was in-banner js.
This was 24 hours before the start of
the media buy. So what was a dedicated
engineer to do? I didn’t want to see the
project die, because I thought it was
cool, performant, and leveraged a new
bit of tech I’d created.
So I pulled an all nighter and re-built the
whole thing in JS. Which also meant recreating all the assets.
The client loved the result. They sent me
a bottle of Johnny Walker Black, even
though they killed the ad the next day.
Engineer, Animator, Director.

Walgreens Everyday
Dynamic Commercial

Dynamic Interactive Overlay.
Bug appears over preroll.
Clicking bug activates Dynamic
Overlay
Product cats filled dynamically,
based on the viewer’s shopping
habits (using first and third
party data)
IP used to geolocate user, and
point to nearest Walgreens.
Technical Director, Animation
Director.

Dynamic Commercial.
Functionally the same,
however, we explored the
possibility (and built most of
the tech) to spit out new After
Effects animation on demand.
Uniquely naming layers within
precomps allowed us to target
them with AE Scripting.
A simple plugin GUI allowed
us to dynamically queue up
thousands of renders based on
client demands.
The same system was applied
across multiple clients.
Creative Director, Writer,
Director, Engineer.

Viant Tech, LLC

People Based Advertising :15 Spot
:15 Spot
We were tasked with writing
and creating a series of B2B
ads for Viant.
This first spot was intended
to be legible without audio,
and live on AdWeek and other
industry publications.
Creative Director,
Writer, Director.

Nexium OTC

Paint the Internet Purple

Page Takeover from Video.
A couple years ago I built a video breakout/takeover
application for an earlier initiative. Nexium wanted a high
impact creative, and this is what I designed and built.
Creative Director, Animator, Engineer.

